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Abstract. The aim of this work is to establish, from a mathematical point of view, the limit a -> +00 in the System idtE + V(V.£) -a 2 V x V x E = -\E\ 2a E,
where E : R 3 -> C 3 . This corresponds to an approximation which is made in the context of Langmuir turbulence in plasma Physics. The L 2 -subcritical a (that is a < 2/3) and the H 1 -subcritical a (that is a < 2) are studied. In the physical case a = 1, the limit is then studied for the iï 1 (R 3 ) norm.
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SETTING OF THE PROBLEM AND MAIN RESULTS
We are interested in the first Schrödinger system that describes the coupled motion of intermingled électrons and ion fluids that compose the plasma without any magnetic field. The system satisfied by the electric field envelope E is -2iu pe dtË -34 e V(V.Ë) + c 2 V x V x Ë + uj pe 2 -Ë = 0, (1.1) where oj pe is the électron plasma frequency, v^e the average thermal velocity of the électrons, c the velocity of light, no the mean density of électrons and ôn e is the low frequency variation of électron density. A justification for the time-envelope approximation can be found in [1] . Writing ~ in terms of E in (1.1), we obtain -f V x V x Ë+ -p^\Ë\*Ë = 0, (1.2) 2 The term ^V x V x E is usually neglected in physics, the équation (1.2) becomes (see [3] , p. 138),
Equations that have the gênerai form of (1.3) widely occur in physics and are generically known as the nonlinear Schrödinger équation. The reader can refer to [3] for more details on the physical problem. The goal of this paper is to verify, from a mathematical point of view, if the term yVxVxfî can be simply neglected in (1.2) or not. Since v\ e <C c 2 , the following model is considered
with a > 1 and we investigate the case a -> oo.
The parameter e takes the value 1 or -1. The complex variable E dépends ontel and x G R 3 . Rather than studying this problem for x E R 3 , we generalize this work to the case x E R^ for TV > 2. We then replace (1.4) by
The following splitting will be useful in the sequel, iE h + AS,, = eV\\ (|E|, + E^iEw + B ± )) in a;
2 A £j = £Px (!^|| + E±\ 2t7 (E\\ + £? ± )) in where V± dénotes the Hodge projection from L 2 (R N ) to the subspace of divergence free vector fields, V\\ = I -V±, £|| = P\\E a and E ± -V±E a .
The results about existence and uniqueness of a solution for (1.5) are similar to the ones concerning nonlinear Schrödinger équations [2, 4, 5] . The first step is the study of the linear problem in order to obtain uniform (with respect to a) estimâtes on E\\ and E±, defined in (1.6), (1.7). The term E± being small in some sensé for large value of a, the limit of the solution of (1.5) can be evaluated.
The limit obtained her e reads:
and E = V\\E. Remark that here, AE = VV..E. Remark also that the équation (1.8) is quite different of (1.3) which corresponds to
In what follows, we establish the convergence of solutions of (1.5) to the ones of (1.8) for adequate norms. Let us recall from [2] some results on (1.8). 
Moreover,
where E is the solution to (1.8) 
Remark on notation. Throughout this article, the sarae letter C (or sometimes c) shall dénote constants which may change from line to line. The classical space L P (R N ) is sometimes noted LP for conciseness. Some notations will be introduced in the Preliminaries.
PRELIMINARIES

The linear group
In this section, we study the following linear groups, S|| (t) associâted to
and 5_L (i) associated to
Simple computations with Fourier transform lead to By interpolation, we get for p > 2,
and 5x (t) is associated to
We return to the expression of S\\(t) and S±(t) in the Fourier space. It is well known that where ƒ dépends ont Gl and xel 3 , can be splitted in two équations,
We then have,
E ± (t) = S
The following resuit will be often used in the sequel: Lemma 2.1. (see for example [6] , p. 109). The operators V\\, V± are continuous on L P (W N ) for all 1 < p < oo.
We also introducé the Lemma 2.2. (see [6] , p. 119). We dénote for 0 < a < d and 1 <p < q < oo, where -= -- §• Then, there exists a constant A p^q such that, Proposition 2.1. Let (g,r) £wo reaZ numbers such that,
and let (q\r f ) be the conjugate exponents of (q,r).
Furthermore, there exists a real constant C depending only on q and r such that, 
This System is splitted as follows, Proof. We first establish the local existence of a solution by a fixed point theorem.
Let us introducé the space
We note T the application
(^^)(T(£;£;) where 
\T(E h E ± )\ x(T)xX(T) < ^ + 2CT
So, for T small enough, the Lemma 3.1 is proved.
Lemma 3.2. If T is small enough, then T is a contraction on BR.
Proof. Let (E\\ V E ±1 ) and (E\\ 2 ,E ±2 ) belonging to X{T) x X(T),
As,
we have,
G
From Hölder inequality, we obtain, 
)-norm of E(t) = E\\(t) -f E±(t)
is constant for all t. This is obtained, formally, by inner product of (3.1) with EtAt this step, we know that T2{E\\^E±) = £1, then the estimâtes (3.5) shows (3.4) . This ends the proof of Theorem 3.1. D
Local or global existence in
This section is devoted to the existence of solution for (3.1) in 
Y{T) = {E such that E e X(T), VE e X(T)}.
Proof We keep the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 3. 
small enough, the application T opérâtes from the bail B(0, Bf) of (Y(T) x y (T)) into itself.
Lemma 3.4. If T i$ small enough, T is a contraction on BR'(Y(T) X Y(T)). Proof Let (E\\ l ,E± 1 ) and (E\\ 2 ,E± 2 ) belonging to Y(T) x Y(T).
Starting from (3.8) and using the same idea as for the proof of Lemma 3.3, we have +C sup |/"(u Using this result in (3.13), we obtain, by virtue of (3.14),
(\ E \\i ~ E\\ 2 \X(T) + \E±1 -
At this step, we have shown that, for T small enough, T is a contraction on BR'(Y(T) X Y(T)) for the X(T) x X(T) topology. The Theorem 3.2 is thus proved by fixed point method on X(T) x X(T). In fact, we can estimate T^E^E^) -T 1 (E\ ]r E± 2 ) with the Y(T) x F(T)-norm,^x
imbeds in L 2(T+2 (R iV ) ï and from Hölder inequality, we obtain
This ensures that, for T small enough, T is a contraction on S^(F(r) x Y(T)) for the y(T) x Y(T) topology.
Then, the Banach fixed point theorem shows that E dépends continuously on the initial data E o for the Y{T) topology.
The estimate (3.9) follows from Proposition 2.1, as the estimate (3.12). The Theorem 3.2 is then proved. Theorem 3.3.
• ƒƒ£== 1 and a < j^ then the solution of (3.1) 
where § = f -^: Proof These result s follows from the energy conservation.
This last is obtained, formally, by taking the real part of the inner product of (3.2) with E^ , by taking the real part of the inner product of (3.3) with E± t , 
=E f V
THE CONVERGENCE WHEN a GOES TO INFINITY
The estimâtes (3.4) and (3.9) are the main point to study the convergence of the solution when a goes to infinity.
Convergence in L 2 (R N )
Theorem 4.1. Assume a < j|. Let us dénote E a the solution of (3.1), passing to the limit, we have
where E vérifies E)
E\ t=0 = ü?o||.
Proof.
Remark that E, the solution of (4.1) can be estimated as for the solution of (3.1), that is to say, E belongs to
) for all T > 0. Let us modify the notations of the previous sections. The solutions of (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) are indexed by a (E a j E a \\ and ü? a ± respectively): In the previous section, with (3.4) , we have shown that
Also, We choose 7 = 2j §±^ then 0 = 2cr + 2 and we take <? x = ^. Then, as er < -^ we can verify that As previously, we show that there exits 5 > 0 such that
Prom the first part of (4.5), we know that:
Then, let us choose T = T m -| and the second relation of (4.5) is false. The Theorem 4.1 is so proved. D
Convergence in H l (R N )
Let us now formulate a resuit on convergence of solution of (4.2) when a goes to infinity in Proo/. Remark that E t the solution of (4.1) is well defined in L oo ([0,r[;iJ 1 (M Ar )) n Wf or T (eventually) small enough. This can be shown as for jB a ||, see [2] .
In the previous section, with (3.9), we have shown that
Also, E a ± ~ S ± (t)E 0± -0 in L°°([0,T[; Jï 1^" )) VT < T*. It remains to be shown that
We introducé again JDQ, = E a^ -E,
D a (t)= f
Jo
The proposition 2.1 ensures that
That is, The right-hand side is treated as in the previous section to estabiish the Lemma 3.4. We recail these estimâtes. As previously, we show that there exits ö > 0 (5 < T* -T m ) such that By virtue of the first part of (4.9), we have
D a (T) -> 0 in H l {R N ), (T < T m ).
Also,
Let us choose T = T m -|, then the second relation of (4.9) is false. The Theorem 4.2 is so proved. D
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